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Sustainable product design is more than eco design: it goes beyond 'green' to consider the work environment, community
impacts, consumer health, and economic viability, as well as environmental attributes. "Beyond Child's Play" explores the
concept of sustainable product design in the context of the global doll-making industry. To initiate this research, the
author reviewed eco design parameters and developed criteria for sustainable product design in the doll-making industry.
Using this framework, she conducted three case studies of do I making: the American Girl doll produced in China, the
Kathe Kruse doll produced in Germany and the Q'ewar Project doll produced in Peru. Themes emerged from this
research that have relevance beyond the doll-making industry: the value of making a product with care; designing work
for human dignity; intention and vision for sustainability; the implications of materials choices; and, transparency and
sustainability. Sustainable product design calls for fundamentally new thinking. By connecting the term 'sustainable' to
'product', we raise expectations for a radically different approach to design, production, and consumption. This framework
integrates the eco design principles of detoxification and dematerialization with the principle of 'humanization', to ensure
that the work environment where the product is made is safe and healthy and that local communities benefit from
production. This approach places increased responsibility on the industrial designer and decision-makers throughout the
supply chain, including governments, corporations, and citizens. Sustainable product design can be implemented
effectively only when systems are in place that support sustainable production and consumption.
This practical text/reference provides theory-based approaches to teaching patients of all ages and their families in a
variety of healthcare settings. Thorough revision includes a stronger clinical application focus and strong practice
examples. The text highlights the patient education process and stresses collaboration among health care team
members. This edition’s Strategies for Critical Analysis and Application boxes provide student activities for increased
interaction. Research boxes throughout enhance the evidence-based practice connection. Each chapter includes
updated URLs and key words to use in search engines.
Two Furnished Rooms and a Little Back Porch opens a window looking out on the world of a bygone generation. It is a
charming biography of a couple that relished life and treasured family more than any gold. The book is filled with the
details of a simpler, less cluttered life, while revealing the hardships endured by a generation lacking antibiotics and most
of the labor saving appliances that we now take for granted. As you read the book, you will be surprised at how relevant it
is to understanding how your own grandparents and great-grandparents lived. As an example, we now buy and sell
automobiles without so much as a second thought. However, in the transition years between horse riding or foot travel
and the automotive age, cars were wonderful possessions to be cared for and cherished. In this context, it is much easier
to see the origins of the American love for cars and why our grandparents differed from us in their far-more careful
treatment of the "family" car.The Kibbles lived a life that was filled with opportunities to help their neighbors and friends.
Two Furnished Rooms and a Little Back Porch describes a couple who valued simple pleasures and gave generously to
those in need. The ancient Greek philosopher who tirelessly searched for "an honest man" would have wanted to sit
down and have a long, long talk with Edyth and Jesse Kibble.
Explains how to recognize signs of damage or repair in antiques, describes when it is appropriate to retain flaws, and
offers advise for assessing an item's value
It’s wedding day in Bigfoot Bay! And the town’s spirits are higher than ever. Literally. Everybody loves a celebration. A
starry summer evening—check. One madly-in-love couple—check. Treasured friends and family—check. An enchanting
setting and… enchanted guests? The Bigfoot Bay Witches cozy mystery series: Witch on Ice – Book 1 Bewitched Brew –
Book 2 Witch Bane and The Croaking Game – Book 3 Witch Haunt – Book 4 The Witch is Back - Book 5 The Big Day
Brew-HaHa - Book 6
A guide to activities in Chicago and nearby suburbs. Includes 60 coupons worth more than $200 in discounts for theaters,
restaurants, and other family attractions.
An unconventional family idyll set on a gentleman's farm in Pennsylvania in the 1930s, Once: As It Was is a vibrant
pastoral memoir that mixes unsentimentality with childhood innocence in a moving story that builds to a spine-tingling
confrontation. Of all my far back memories two remain most vivid, as if they had just happened. The first is of an incident
that occurred in a few minutes' time; the second, a matter of months. The first happening surely was the key to my
survival of the second . So begins, veiled in mystery, Griselda Ohannessian's delightful childhood memoir about growing
up on a farm in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, beneath the friendly blue bowl of sky, and the dangerous, preternatural
events of the summer of 1939 that changed her life forever. Once: As It Was is narrated through the lens of the author's
twelve-year-old self. Her farm-hometoday a golf coursewas a world as enchanting as Narnia, but without the illusion of
fantasy: the perfume of locust trees in bloom, orioles patching nests, fairy dinners in ferny woodlands, the Elephant
House, orange monkeys, ringing rocks. There is her dear father Bousie (rhymes with Howsie), who once dressed up like
a crackling crone to buy apples from his daughter's makeshift apple stand, her loving Ma, her two sisters and brother, the
Owls (the Cherokee Indian farmhands who were also part of the family), and others. There are the dirt roads that split off
from macadam, muggy river bottom weather, the glow of candles and lamps, her pet lamb Yamie, the bovine troll, and
the roosters in action. Ohannessian's writing-memory meanders intently like a bright creek, through her schoolhouse
where Margaret Toomer, the writer Jean Toomer's daughter, was one of two black students, through the living presence
of books and pen pals, many secret places, a run-in with Professor Einstein, and even a little S. E. X. Then one fateful
day a band of writers arrives, led by the poets Laura Riding and Robert Graves . Photographs, letters, newspaper
clippings, poems, and a few bars of Morse code provide a lively, natural counterpoint to Ohannessian's moving tale.
Cincinnati Magazine taps into the DNA of the city, exploring shopping, dining, living, and culture and giving readers a
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ringside seat on the issues shaping the region.
Lists and describes hundreds of Web sites that provide free advice on home repair and improvement, including kitchen
and bathroom design; elecrical, plumbing, and heating repairs; interior decoration; and garden and landscape projects.
A favorite guide to doll care for collectors. Explains how to repair and clean dolls, clothing and wigs, reset eyes, restring
limbs, match paints and complete many more structural and cosmetic repairs.
If you have a doll that has been well played with and you need to give it some special care then this book will help you
restore your treasure. Doll repair and restoration expert, Carol Lindberg, gives you tips and techniques on repairing and
caring for your beloved dolls. After many years running a doll hospital, Carol is retired now and wants to share a
multitude of repair techniques and secrets with readers. This book will be invaluable to anyone who owns and loves dolls
regardless of their skill level. It can help you make the decision as to whether or not you can restore the doll yourself or
leave it to an expert. There is a very high demand for more people to learn this trade and the author has featured
informative guidance towards the doll repair business aspect as well.
Antiquers, nostalgia buffs, and memorabilia collectors of all types will welcome the great leads offered in this guide to
finding free Internet information on the ins and outs of collecting in numerous specialized areas. 80 illustrations.
Covering almost four decades of American and international fashions for dolls, this anthology describes dolls from the 1950s to the
1990s. Featuring Mattel's Barbie doll, Ideal's Tammy and American Character's Tressy, the book also includes dolls such as
Ashton Drake's Gene and Alexander's Crissy. The guide features Barbie dolls from 1969 to 1998, representing the story of youth
in America, in doll form.
This key collection brings together a selection of papers commissioned and published by the Cardiff Centre for Ethics, Law &
Society. It incorporates contributions from a group of international experts along with a selection of short opinion pieces writte
Even as generations pass, the pride of being Italian is in the genes of those who were raised in Italian immigrant families. Caruso's
Journey Without A Map appropriately begins with pasta cooking instructions, and from that point the aroma of tomatoes, olives and
red wine are never far from the stories she weaves of herself and the impact of her family. Whether making connections between
her Uncle Nick's nose and her Roman ancestors, or detailing the daily rituals of her shepherdess mother on the Italian hillsides,
Caruso relays the information in broad colourful strokes that are at once both inviting and humorous. With her earliest recollections
of her family life in New Jersey, her father's grocery store, her mother's Catholic admonishments, the death of Santa Clause, the
family habits and the ever-present smells from the kitchen brings to us her sense of belonging to a rich heritage. But Caruso's
journal and journey are not all feel-good, romanticized Italian immigrant experience. There are those reflections on her mother's
life that are as beautiful and intense as they are revealing; the portraits of her extended family members that stand outside the
warmth of family love, and the tensions that develop when families are separated by geography and dreams. And though the
wisdom of her father and mother guides her through her growing years, it would have to be their remembered love that guides
Caruso through her own darkest hours of breast cancer and family break up. As generations of North Americans move farther
away from their immigrant experience and origins, Caruso's Journey Without A Map conveys that in our increasingly homogenized
cultural world what may best nourish us in our needs, shape us in our identities, and be our strength when we are weakest, is our
family's heritage and love.
Caring For Your Collectibles contains more than 1,500 helpful hints on the upkeep of your modern collectibles -- everything from
animation art to stained glass -- and even your favourite antiques. Arranged alphabetically by category, Caring For Your
Collectibles is packed with information on how to clean, store, display and preserve your treasures. You will gain important basic
knowledge and will benefit from learning new care techniques -- all from one handy volume. The book is written in an easy-tounderstand format of short narratives -- practical advice with practical applications. Plus, you will get the collecting edge with
special sections on security, insurance and appraisals. Author Ken Arnold takes the guesswork out of maintaining your collection
and offers you professional, proven tips for years of enjoyment and financial satisfaction.
Create Breathtaking Reborn Babies You simply take a basic vinyl doll and transform it to a One-of-a-Kind Heirloom Collectible. An
introduction to reborning lifelike dolls for New Reborn Artists and Hobbyists. Includes 300 Full Color Pictures Sections include such
topics as: Supplies, Disassembly, Bathing, Blushing, Soft Body, Basic Facial Features, Subtle Veining, Magnets, Pacifiers, Juices,
Milk Bottles, Stuffing and Weighting, Baby Fat, Manicures, Heart Boxes, Heat Pouches, and also includes many Life-Like Reborn
Samples, Reborning Tips & Techniques and more... NOTE: This essentials of this book was written before manufacturers came
out with Dolls Kits. If you are creating dolls with kits, want to learn about Genesis Heat Set Paints, or have already purchased
LEARN THE BASICS, then this book is not necessary; Please move on to select from our specialty topic & Case Study books.
Nearly two hundred color and blackand-white photographs and diagrams augment detailed, step-by-step directions for all types of
doll care and repair
From the distinguished W.P. Kinsella comes his final work – a series of linked stories wrapped in a novel.
Organized by seven broad subject areas, offers reading lists for children in grades K through eight for use by librarians and
teachers.
Now, collectors, crafters and others wanting to access free goodies and information related to dolls can find quick, direct leads to
the Internet's infinite possibilities in this tell-all guide. Hundreds of Web sites are identified that offer free doll patterns, articles,
news about museums, clubs, supplies and more. 150 illustrations.
If you want to discover how to find, buy, collect, and sell collectible toys, then check out HowExpert Guide to Toy Collecting. Toys
are the one item that connects us all. They bring us back to our childhood and reconnect us to a simpler time in life. Toys carry
some of our favorite memories. Some collectors choose toys that they dreamed of having but never did – until now. Today is the
day to reach out and grab that special toy and build a collection all around it! You will find just what you need to do all that in
HowExpert Guide to Toy Collecting. One of the essential aspects of collecting toys is to know their history. This book is chock full
of historical dates and facts that all collectors should know, including information on identifying toys and their manufacturer. In
addition, there are resources and tips on how to find collectible toys (both old and new) along with the safest ways to clean,
display, and take care of these toys. Learn where to meet fellow collectors and the best ways to sell and trade collectible toys, all
through the pages of this guide. Check out HowExpert Guide to Toy Collecting now! About the Expert Charlotte Hopkins is a
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freelance writer from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She is an author of nine books, including her children’s books, featuring Pixie Trist
and Bo, and her “365 Days” series. She was also published three times in the Chicken Soup for the Soul series, the Shadows &
Light Anthology, and Authors for Haiti. She has released a line of journals and logbooks under “Kannyn Books.” She is also a
collector of several items. Her first collection was keychains, and she collects penguins, wooden boxes, miniatures (including
miniature books), journals, and pens. She just started collecting Magic 8 Balls and Pen Cups. She has a fondness for writing,
photography, astrology, history, museums, and everything purple! HowExpert publishes quick ‘how to’ guides on all topics from A
to Z by everyday experts.
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of supermarket tabloid publishing, the Weekly World News has been the world's
only reliable news source since 1979. The online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading entertainment news site.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY
home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.

This book provides clear practical guidance on all aspects of the surgical treatment of penetrating trauma and aims to
foster the type of strategic thinking that can save patients’ lives. The coverage encompasses prehospital care,
penetrating injuries to various body regions and specific organs, orthopedic injuries, peripheral arterial injuries, injuries to
special groups of patients, including children and the elderly, military injuries, and a range of other topics. Based on their
extensive personal experience, expert authors provide step-by-step instructions on evaluation, surgical techniques, and
management of perioperative problems. Tips and tricks and technical pearls are highlighted and each chapter includes a
list of the most important points to observe. This second edition of Penetrating Trauma has been extensively revised and
updated – with inclusion of some entirely new chapters – to take into account the most recent trends in resuscitation,
diagnostics, and treatment. It will be an ideal resource for those looking for practical solutions on how to treat injuries
surgically.
When toys need a little (or a lot of!) TLC, they head to the Doll Hospital in this endearing picture book in the tradition of
Doc McStuffins. Don’t worry, toys, Dr. Pegs will have you feeling better in no time! It’s a quiet morning at the Doll
Hospital until… DING-A-LING-A-LING! The emergency bells ring! Here comes a patient who needs Dr. Pegs’s help. Dr.
Pegs is about to get to work when… DING-A-LING-A-LING! Here comes another patient! And another! How will Dr. Pegs
take care of them all? Looks like the doctor needs some help herself!
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